
Economics 



When you hear the 
word economics, 
what do you think 
of? 





Economics: 

 Economics is the study of the production and 
consumption of goods and the amount of 
wealth used to produce and obtain those 
goods 



There are two types of 
Economics 

Microeconomics  Macroeconomics 
 The study of decisions that 

people and businesses 
make regarding the 
allocation of resources and 
prices of goods and 
services. 

 Focuses on supply and 
demand and other forces 
that determine the price 
levels in an economy 

 The field of economics that 
studies the behavior of the 
economy as a whole and 
not just on specific 
companies, but entire 
industries and economies.  

 It studies such things as 
employment, gross 
domestic product, and 
inflation 



The study of economics can 
describe all aspects of a 
country’s economy, such as how a 
country uses its resources, how 
much time laborers devote to work 
and leisure, the outcome of 
investing in industries or 
financial products, the effect of 
taxes on a population, and why 
businesses succeed or fail. 



What are the names of the two 
types of economics? 



Economic Goods 

 A consumable item that is useful 
to people but scarce in relation 
to its demand, so that human 
effort is required to obtain it. 

http://www.investorwords.com/2656/its.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/demand.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/required.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/obtain.html


Different Types of Goods 



Inferior Good 

   a good that decreases in demand when 
consumer income rises 

 Example:  Inter-city bus service. This form of 
transportation is cheaper than air or rail travel, but 
is more time-consuming. When money is 
constricted, traveling by bus becomes more 
acceptable, but when money is more abundant 
than time, more rapid transport is preferred. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bus
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_travel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rail_transport


Normal Good  

 An economic term used to describe the 
quantity demanded for a particular good or 
service as a result of a change in the given 
level of income.  

 A normal good is one that experiences an 
increase in demand as the real income of an 
individual or economy increases. 

 These goods can also be known as necessary 
goods (food, power, water and gas) 



Luxury Goods 

 Products which are not necessary but which tend to 
make life more pleasant for the consumer. 

 luxury goods are typically more costly and are 
often bought by individuals that have a 
higher disposable income or greater 
accumulated wealth than the average. 
 
 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/product.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/consumer.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/bought.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/individual.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/disposable-income.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/wealth.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/average.html


Try to think of an example of 
each type of good we just 
discussed 



Factors of production 

 A main focus of economic study is the factors 
of production, which represent items 
individuals and businesses use to create 
valuable products desired by consumers 



Land 

 Land represents the physical assets or 
resources in the economic marketplace. 

 Examples: Natural resources such as fisheries, 
farms and other similar items 



Labor 

 Labor represents the human effort needed to 
transform physical resources into consumer 
products. 

 Workers are usually compensated for their 
services when companies pay wages to 
individuals responsible for transforming raw 
physical assets into consumer products. 



Capital 

 Capital represents the monetary or physical 
items used to produce goods or services.  

 Monetary items is the money companies use to 
purchase physical assets or pay workers for 
transforming assets into consumer products. 

 Physical items also includes buildings, production 
facilities, equipment, technology and other 
tangible items.  



Name the three factors 
of production 









Can any one guess what 
type of economy Spain 
has? 



Mixed Economy 

 Spain is described as a mixed economy and in 
2009 Spain had the 9th largest economy in 
the world 

 From 2001 to 2009 Spain was included in the 
top 10 largest economies in the world 



So what does a mixed economy 
mean……? 
 This means that while much of the economy's 

output is produced and distributed via the 
market mechanism, the government takes a 
substantial role in the economy through tax 
and spending decisions. 

  

 - Market mechanism means that demand and 
supply determine the prices and quantities of 
goods and services that are offered for sale. 



Can anyone guess what mixed 
economy is the largest in 
the world? 



Top 3 most powerful 
economies of the world 

U.S. 
$16.2 
   

 

  

   

 

  

Japan 

$6.0 
   

 

  

 

 

  

China 

$9.0 


